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Abstract 

 

University course timetabling problem is a dilemma which educational institutions are facing due to  
various demands to be achieved in limited resources. Migrating bird optimization (MBO) algorithm is a 

new meta-heuristic algorithm which is inspired by flying formation of migrating birds. It has been applied 

successfully in tackling quadratic assignment problem and credit cards fraud detection problem. However, 
it was reported that MBO will get stuck in local optima easily. Therefore, a modified migrating bird 

optimization algorithm is proposed to solve post enrolment-based course timetabling. An improved 

neighbourhood sharing mechanism is used with the aim of escaping from local optima. Besides that, 
iterated local search is selected to be hybridized with the migrating bird optimization in order to further 

enhance its exploitation ability. The proposed method was tested using Socha’s benchmark datasets. The 

experimental results show that the proposed method outperformed the basic MBO and it is capable of 
producing comparable results as compared with existing methods that have been presented in literature. 

Indeed, the proposed method is capable of addressing university course timetabling problem and 

promising results were obtained. 
 

Keywords: Migrating bird optimization algorithm; iterated local search; neighbourhood sharing 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 

Timetabling is a well-known difficult optimization problem and 

has been widely studied by many researchers since last two 

decades or earlier. Various types of timetabling problems have 

emerged in recent times, including university and school 

timetabling [1-4], nurse rostering [5-7], public transportation 

timetabling [8-10], tournament scheduling [11, 12] and television 

programs scheduling [13, 14]. In this paper, post-enrolment 

based university course timetabling is investigated. 

  The goal of university course timetabling problem (UCTP) 

is to allocate a number of courses to limited timeslots and rooms 

with minimum violation of desirable constraints [15]. Generally, 

there are two types of constraints: hard and soft constraints. Hard 

constraint must not be violated to ensure the feasibility of a 

timetable. A feasible timetable is known as clash-free timetable. 

On the other hand, soft constraint is an option to generate high 

quality timetable. Hence, violation on them should be 

minimized. In early stage, sequential heuristic methods are 

widely used to solve UCTP [16]. These methods demonstrate 

good performances in solving small instances problem, but they 

are not practicable for complicated problems, which is usually 

large and complex. In recent years, researchers turn their focus 

on meta-heuristic, hyper-heuristic, and hybridization methods. 

Several examples on these methods including Hill Climbing [4, 

17, 18], Simulated Annealing [19, 20], Great Deluge [21, 22], 

Genetic Algorithm [3, 23], Particle Swarm Optimization [24, 

25], and Harmony Search [26, 27]. In this paper, Migrating Birds 

Optimization (MBO) is utilized in solving university course 

timetabling problem. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The details of the 

university course timetabling problem are presented in Section 2. 

The basic concept of MBO algorithm and the proposed method 

are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 

demonstrates and discusses on the experimental results. Finally, 

Section 5 concludes and suggests possible future work. 

 

 

2.0  PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

 

Benchmark dataset that proposed  by Socha et al. [28] is 

investigated in this paper. There are eleven problem instances in 

the datasets. The problem in the benchmark dataset consists of: 

 , a set of courses (         ); 
 , a set of students (         ); 
 , a set of timeslots (                    ); 

 , a set of rooms (         ); 
 , a set of features (         ); 

 

  The goal is to schedule courses   into limited timeslots   

and rooms   and a way that satisfies a number of predefined 

constraints. Every room has a capacity limit and different 
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number of room features, every student attends a number of 

courses and each course required different number of room 

features. There are five small, five medium and one large 

problem in the dataset. Table 1 shows the detailed description of 

the problem. 

 
Table 1 Socha course timetabling benchmark datasets 

 

 

 

 

  

Small 

 

Medium 

 

Large 

 

Number of courses 

 

 

 

 

100 

 

400 

 

400 

Number of rooms  

 

5 10 10 

Number of timeslots  

 

45 45 45 

Number of features  

 

5 10 10 

Approx. features per room  

 

3 3 3 

Percent feature use  
 

70 80 90 

Number of students  

 

80 200 400 

Max courses per student  

 

20 20 20 

Max students per course  
 

20 50 100 

 

 

The problem consists of three hard constraints (HC) and three 

soft constraints (SC) as follows: 

HC1: Student cannot be assigned to more than one course at 

the same timeslot. 

HC2: The room capacity should not be less than the number 

of students attending the course assigned and the room 

should satisfy the features required by the course 

assigned. 

HC3: Not more than one course should be assigned to each 

room in the same timeslot 

SC1: Students should not have a single course in a day. 

SC2: Students should not have more than two consecutive 

courses in a day. 

SC3: Students should not have class in the last timeslot of the 

day. 

 

 

3.0  MIGRATING BIRD OPTIMIZATION 

ALGORITHM 

 

This section describes the main idea of Migrating Bird 

Optimization (MBO) algorithm which was introduced by Duman 

et al. [29]. Generally, MBO algorithm imitates the behaviour of 

bird migration in V-shaped flight formation when season 

changes. There is a bird leading the flock, which is followed by 

other birds two lines both on the left and right side of the leader 

bird. Thus, a V shape formation is formed. When birds fly 

against air resistance or in free formation, they are challenged by 

huge induced power. Nevertheless, in the V-shaped formation, 

the leader bird uses the most energy to face induced power so 

that the remaining birds can save up to 20% energy [30, 31].The 

induced power is subsequently shared between the birds behind. 

When the leading bird is tired, it relocates to the end of the line; 

while the immediate next bird will take the lead. Usually, the 

strongest bird will lead the flock, and the leading bird is replaced 

cyclically until the final destination is reached. 

  In MBO algorithm, the birds (solutions in the population) 

fly in V-shaped formation (the solutions aligned in V-shaped 

form), leader bird face higher induced power (number of 

neighbourhood solutions generated) than the remaining birds in 

that formation as the induced power is shared between the birds 

behind (neighbourhood sharing mechanism). MBO describes 

how the migrating birds flock flying from one location to another 

with minimum energy used while in optimization, it is described 

as generating high quality solution with low energy spent. The 

energy here can be defined as the number of better quality 

neighbourhood solutions that can be found. Less energy left 

means few or no better neighbourhood solutions found while less 

energy spent means only few better neighbourhood solutions are 

used. 

  MBO algorithm starts with a number of initial solutions, 

one of the solutions is chosen as a leader solution and all of the 

solutions are placed on left line and right line to develop a V-

shaped formation. Each solution in the formation attempts to be 

improved by generating neighbourhood solutions, starting from 

the leader solution and followed by other solutions on the lines 

until the end of the formation. If a better quality neighbourhood 

solution is found, then the current solution is replaced. Besides 

that, there is a neighbourhood sharing mechanism in-between 

current solution and the solutions that follows. The 

neighbourhood sharing mechanism is to share the best unused 

neighbourhood solutions to the next solution, the “unused” 

means a neighbourhood solution which has not been used in the 

solution replacement process by current solution. Therefore, 

except the leader solution is improved from its own 

neighbourhood solutions, the remaining solutions will get a 

number of best unused neighbourhood solutions shared in front 

of them. By combining with its own generated neighbourhood 

solutions, it is replaced by a better neighbourhood solution 

among them. The termination criterion of this procedure is based 

on the number of iterations (tours). After that, the leader solution 

is moved to the end of the line and one of the following solutions 

is forwarded following it is forwarded to the leader position. The 

leader solution replacement considers one line per replacement, 

and it turns around in left and right lines. Once the leader 

position is replaced, the next loop continues. The algorithm stops 

when termination criterion is met. Figure 1 shows the framework 

of basic MBO. 

  MBO has been studied and applied in tackling real world 

problems such as quadratic assignment problem [29], flow shop 

scheduling [32] and credit cards fraud detection problem [33]. In 

this paper, basic MBO has been applied in UCTP successfully. 

Table 3 shows the experimental results that were obtained. The 

result illustrates that, the performance of basic MBO in 

addressing UCTP is not very promising. This is due to basic 

MBO getting stuck in local optima easily as well as weak 

exploitation in search process. This can be related with the 

neighbourhood structure used in basic MBO. As reported by 

Burke et al. [34], the quality of solution generated and 

connectivity of search space is highly dependent on the 

neighbourhood structures. In basic MBO, only one 

neighbourhood structure is used to generate tentative solution, 

which is simple swap. In fact, it might restrict the search space 

and contribute to the trapping in local optima. Hence, when most 

of the solutions in a population converge to one point, chances of 

getting the better solutions become lower.  

  In the investigation carried out by Duman and Elikucuk 

[33], only one of the different neighbourhood structures is 

outperformed in MBO. This shows that, if an algorithm is 

applied with weak neighbourhood structure, the connectivity of 

the solutions search region is relatively weak and the search 

process will heavily rely on the initial solutions. Besides that, the 

use of single neighbourhood structure in the algorithm has lower 

chances of reaching global optima [35]. Therefore, Gao et al. 

[32] improve exploration ability of MBO by introducing  

multiple migrating bird swarm and several neighbourhood 

structures. 

  In addition, Duman et al. [29] reported that, MBO has best 

performance with 51 number of birds. In other words, MBO is 
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easily trapped in local optima with small population size. 

Moreover, another factor which causes the search process to be 

stuck easily in local optima is due to the fact that MBO utilizes 

greedy selection scheme in neighbourhood sharing mechanism. 

In this case, neighbourhood sharing mechanism accepts only 

better or equivalent quality solution and it causes the population 

to pre-maturely converge. Besides, the leader solution 

replacement in MBO utilizes static linear selection scheme, 

which position numbers are assigned to each solution in the 

initialization phase and the position remains unchanged until the 

search process ends. It affects the neighbourhood sharing 

mechanism and always shares neighbourhood solution to the 

same solution next to it. This imbalance sharing weakens the 

exploration abilities of the mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1  Framework of basic MBO 
 

4.0  MODIFEID MIGRATING BIRD OPTIMIZATION 

ALGORITHM (M-MBO) 

 

This section describes the proposed method of the Modified 

Migrating Bird Optimization algorithm (M-MBO) in detail. The 

goals of this method are to avoid deadlock in the local optima 

and to enhance convergence speed in basic MBO. Furthermore, a 

variant of leader solution replacement in MBO was introduced to 

increase the performance. Figure 2 shows the framework of the 

proposed method. There are four differences between basic 

MBO and proposed method. Firstly, iterated local search was 

added to enhance the exploitation strength. Second, the repeating 

tour was eliminated to reduce the computational time. Third, 

neighbourhood sharing mechanism is introduced for the solution 

that failed to improve and forth, leader replacement was changed 

from recursive to random in between left and right lines. 

Generally, the proposed method is divided into two phases, 

which are: initialization and improvement. There are three main 

sections in improvement phase, which are: leader solution 

improvement, non-lead solution improvement, and leader 

solution replacement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2  Framework of proposed method 

 

 

4.1  Initialization Phase 

 

In lines 4-9 (refer Figure 3), N numbers of solutions in the 

population are initialized and the penalty cost for each solution is 

calculated. All solutions in the population are feasible initial 

solutions. Initial solutions are generated by using combination of 

multiple graphs colouring heuristics, which includes: largest 

enrolment first, largest degree first and saturation degree. Each 

solution is assigned with a position number. Zero position 

number represents leader solution, odd position number 

represents left line and even position number represents right 

line. Figure 4 shows the visualization of V-shaped formation in 

the algorithm. 

 

4.2  Improvement Phase 

 

Lines 12-32 represent the improvement phase, which includes 

leader solution improvement, non-leading solution improvement 

and leader solution replacement. The entire process from basic 

MBO is simplified and some parts have been modified or 

eliminated. For example, the repeating tour in basic MBO was 

eliminated. The following sections describe the details of the 

improvement processes. 

 

4.2.1  Leader Solution Improvement 

 

In this section, the neighbourhood search process in basic MBO 

is replaced by Iterated Local Search (ILS) to increase 

convergence speed and escape from local optima. Figure 5 

shows the detailed processes of ILS. There are two phases in 

ILS, neighbourhood move and hill climbing. In ILS, the selected 

solution generates a neighbourhood solution by performing 

neighbourhood move. In this paper, four different neighbourhood 

structures were employed, as follows: 
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NB1: Simple Move Event, which randomly selects an event 

and moves it to another feasible timeslot and room. 

NB2: Simple Swap Event, which randomly selects two events 

and swaps their timeslot and room. Only feasible swap is 

accepted. 

NB3: Simple Swap Timeslot, which randomly selects two 

timeslots and swaps the events which occupied in the 

timeslots. 

NB4: Multiple Move Event, which randomly select two or 

more, up to ten events and move them to another feasible 

timeslots and rooms. 

 

 
 

Figure 3  Pseudo-code of M-MBO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4  V-shaped formation in algorithm 

 

In addition, according to the migrating bird’s story in [29], the 

leader solution faces more induced power while the non-leading 

solutions, which are divided into left and right lines take less 

induced power.and the non-leading solution is divided into left 

line and right line take less induced power. Two neighbourhood 

structures are used in describing the situation that the leader 

solution faces as regards acquiring more induced power, which 

applied NB2 and continues with NB3. Besides, left and right 

lines should face induced power from different direction, NB2 

and NB4 respectively. Regardless on the fitness value 

evaluation, the neighbourhood solution is generated directly and 

undergoes hill climbing improvement by using NB1. 

  Compared with basic ILS, ILS in M-MBO eliminates the 

local search in initialization of basic ILS. The main reason is to 

start hill climbing searching from neighbourhood position of a 

selected solution, even the solution is not trapped in local 

optima. 

 

 
 

Figure 5  Pseudo-code of Iterated Local Search 

 

4.2.2  Non-Leading Solution Improvement 

 

In this section, ILS is utilized to replace neighbourhood search 

improvement as stated in section 2.1. Besides, since sharing 

neighbourhood solutions in each iteration has been defined, 

neighbourhood sharing mechanism is applied only when ILS is 

unable to improve the current solution. The section below 

describes the process of neighbourhood sharing mechanism. 

 

4.2.2.1  Neighbourhood Sharing Mechanism 

 

Figure 6 represents the pseudo-code of neighbourhood sharing 

mechanism. Generally, neighbourhood sharing mechanism share 

solutions to the solution next to it. As can be seen in Figure 7, 

only leader solution shares solutions to the first solution in left 

and right lines. Starting from the first solution in the left and 

right lines, the solution is shared to the next solution in the same 

line only. Hence, the left and right lines are independent from 

each other, which means there is no communication in any form 

between the two lines. 

  Since there is no neighbourhood solution generated when 

improving all solutions, in neighbourhood sharing mechanism 

share the solution itself. However, the solution next to it, accepts 

only shared solution if the shared solution has better quality. 

Despite being replaced with the same solution, the shared 

solution has a small perturbation by using NB4 to explore other 

searching regions. 

 

4.2.3  Leader Solution Replacement 

 

In this stage, the leader solution is moved to end of line and 

followed solution is moved forward.. The leader solution 

replacement considers one line per replacement. Figure 8 

demonstrates the replacement move. Static linear selection 

1. Iterated Local Search 

2.  

3. Initialization: 

4. Initialize number of iteration for Hill 

Climbing, K 

5.  

6. Improvement: 

7. //Neighbourhood Move 

8. Generate a neighbourhood solution, Solj* by 

using NB2, NB3, or NB4 

9.  

10. //Hill Climbing: 

11. For k = 1 to K 

12. Select Solj* and generate Solj** by using 

NB1 

13. If  f(Solj**) <= f(Solj*) 

14. Solj* = Solj** 

15. End If 

16. End For 

1. Modified Migrating Bird Optimization 

Algorithm (M-MBO) 

2.  

3. Initialization: 

4. Initialize population size, N; 

5. //population size = number of birds = number 

of birds in flock 

6. Initialize maximum number of iteration, I; 

7. Initiate population with feasible initiate  

solution; 

8. Calculate objective penalty cost for each 

solution, f(Sol) 

9. Assign position number to each solution; 

10.  

11. Improvement: 

12. For i = 1 to I 

13. //Leader Solution Improvement Stage 

14. Try to improve leader solution by using 

Iterated Local Search 

15.  

16. //Non-leading Solution Improvement Stage 

17. For j = 1 to N 

18. Try to improve non-leading solution, 

Solj by using Iterated Local Search 

19. If (Solj is not improved) 

20. Performs Neighbourhood Sharing 

Mechanism 

21. End If 

22. End For 

23.  

24. //Leader Solution Replacement Stage 

25. Move leader solution to the end 

26. Replace leader position with one of the 

following solutions 

27. End For 
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scheme here is replaced by a random selection scheme, which 

allocates 50 percent to the left line and 50 percent to the right 

line. 

 
 

Figure 6  Pseudo-code of Neighbourhood Sharing Mechanism 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7  Neighbourhood Sharing Mechanism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8  Leader Solution Replacement 

 

 

5.0  COMPUTATIONAL RESULT 

 

The proposed method was coded with C++ programming 

language, and the experiments were conducted on a laptop with 

an Intel Pentium B960 2.2GHz, 4GB RAM, Windows 7 

Ultimate. The proposed method was evaluated with respect to 

addressing course timetabling problem which was discussed in 

Section 2 with 10 times across 11 instances and each running at 

maximum of 10,000 iterations. Table 2 presents the parameter 

setting for M-MBO and basic MBO. The computational time 

consumed for instance was between 40 to 300 seconds and 40 to 

3328 seconds for basic MBO and M-MBO, respectively. Table 3 

illustrates the comparison results between the basic MBO, 

proposed method and best known results in the literature. The 

best results are highlighted in bold font. The generated results 

were validated using validator program which is provided in 

http://www.cs.qub.ac.uk/itc2007/postenrolcourse/course_post_in

dex_files/validation.htm. As shown in Table 3, M-MBO 

outpaced the basic MBO in all instances. Also, M-MBO is able 

to obtain optimal solutions for all small instances. However, the 

results for medium and large instances were unable to compete 

with the current best known result (except for medium 05). 

  Table 4 illustrates the results comparison of the methods 

proposed in recent years and the best results are highlighted in 

bold font. The selected methods include: 

M1: Hybrid Great Deluge with Tabu Search by Shaker et al. 

[36] 

M2: Modified Artificial Bee Colony by Bolaji et al. [37] 

M3: Hybrid Harmony Search algorithm by Al-Betar et al. [27] 

M4: Hybrid Genetic Algorithm by Karami and Hasanzadeh 

[38] 

M5: Population based Local Search by Abuhamdah et al. [39] 

M6: Scatter Search by Jaradat et al. [40] 

M7: Big Bang-Big Crunch by Jaradat and Ayob [41] 

M8: Electromagnetic-like Great Deluge by Abdullah et al. 

[42] 

M9: Honey-bee Mating Optimization by Sabar et al. [43] 

 
Table 2  Parameter setting used for M-MBO and Basic MBO 

 

 
Parameter 

 

 
M-MBO 

 
Basic MBO 

 

Number of solutions in population, N 11 51 

 
Number of neighbourhood solutions generated, n - 3 

 

Number of neighbourhood solutions shared, x - 1 
 

Number of tour, J - 10 

 
Maximum iteration, I 10,000 10,000 

 

Number of iteration for Hill Climbing, K 1,000 - 
 

 

From Table 4, it can be seen that M-MBO was unable to produce 

new best results. However, it still managed to produce results 

that were ranked third place for medium 03 and medium 05 

instances. In addition, M-MBO is capable of generating good 

quality result for medium 05 and large instances which were 

classified as the most difficult instance [37]. 

  Figure 9 represents the convergence graph for M-MBO and 

basic MBO in solving large instances. The x-axis represents the 

number of iteration and y-axis represents penalty cost value. It 

can be observed that the slope for M-MBO achieves much lower 

compared with the basic MBO, which indicates presence of a 

great improvement of the solution quality. As can be seen at 

1000 iterations, the penalty cost for basic MBO and M-MBO are 

about 1060 and 710, respectively. The improvement in solution 

quality is more than 30 percent. Furthermore, it can be observed 

that, the basic MBO was trapped in local optima after 1000 

iterations of execution. In contrast, there is still enhancement in 

the solution quality for M-MBO even though the enhancement is 

slower than the beginning of the search. There is no 

enhancement of the solution quality after 8000 iterations. It is 

believed that, the search was trapped in a particular search region 

and was unable to explore other un-visited search spaces which 

might have better quality solutions. Neighbourhood sharing 

mechanism in M-MBO might be the culprit which trapped the 

search in local optima. In this mechanism a solution shares itself 

and replaces the solution next to it if it has better quality. When a 

dominant super-individual exists, the whole population tends to 

converge towards its direction. This will results the population 

trapped in local optima if no better quality of solution is 

obtained. 

  Figure 10 shows the box plot of penalty cost for all 

instances. The gap between best, average and worst penalty costs 

for all small instances are zero. For medium and large instances 

except mediums 02 and 03, the average penalty costs are closer 

to the best than the worst. This indicates that M-MBO is stable 

and mostly able to produce good quality solution. 

 

1. Neighbourhood Sharing Mechanism 

2.  

3. Get the solution in front of Solj, Soljf 

4. If f(Soljf) < f(Solj) 

5. Solj = Soljf 

6. Solj perform perturbation by using NB4 

7. End If  
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6.0  CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, a variance of basic MBO algorithm, M-MBO was 

presented to solve UCTP. The simple neighbourhood search 
process was replaced by ILS to improve the exploitation ability. 

An improved neighbourhood sharing mechanism was introduced 

in order to avoid the search process from converging towards 

one search area easily. The basic MBO and M-MBO were tested 

on eleven problem instances from Socha’s benchmark dataset. 

Experimental results show that M-MBO outpaced the basic 

MBO. It is believed that hybridization of ILS and the improved 

neighbourhood sharing mechanism in M-MBO bring a great 

improvement in quality as it possesses strong exploitation ability 

and capable of escaping from local optima compared with Basic 

MBO. However, the exploration ability of M-MBO is weak, so 

there is still room for improvement. The exploration ability of 

the M-MBO can be further enhanced by incorporating with other 

exploration method and this is subject to future work. 

 
Table 3  Results comparison on basic MBO and M-MBO 

 

Dataset 

 

MBO 

  

M-MBO 

 
   Best Known 

 

Best 

 

 

Average 

 

Best 

 

Average 

 
Small01 

 

 
25 

 
30.6 

  

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 
many 

Small02 
 

22 28.4  0 0 0 many 

Small03 

 

19 23.8  0 0 0 many 

Small04 

 

14 19.9  0 0 0 many 

Small05 
 

17 34.7  0 0 0 many 

Medium01 

 

394 418.8  115 132 41 Abuhamdah et al. [39] 

Medium02 

 

378 425.2  120 137.8 39 Abuhamdah et al. [39] 

Medium03 
 

305 339  124 136.6 60 Abuhamdah et al. [39] 

Medium04 
 

383 411.8  110 124.8 39 Abuhamdah et al. [39] 

Medium05 

 

276 292.8  61 97.8 53 Al-Betar et al. [27] 

Large 

 

1015 1049.2  553 583.9 385 Al-Betar et al. [27]  

 

 

Table 4  Results comparison with method proposed in literature 
 

 

Dataset 
 

 

 M-MBO  
Best 

 

 

M1 
Best 

 

M2 
Best 

 

M3 
Best 

 

M4 
Best 

 

M5 
Best 

 

M6  
Best 

 

M7  
Best 

 

M8  
Best 

 

M9  
Best 

 

Small01 
 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

Small02 

 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small03 

 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small04 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small05 

 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Medium01 

 

115 78 129 99 180 41 70 99 96 75 

Medium02 
 

120 92 119 73 176 39 77 102 96 88 

Medium03 

 

124 135 137 130 219 60 115 158 135 129 

Medium04 

 

110 75 146 105 150 39 67 86 79 74 

Medium05 
 

61 68 63 53 196 55 64 79 87 64 

Large 553 556 525 385 - 463 555 768 683 523 
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Figure 9  Convergence graph of M-MBO and basic MBO for large 

instance 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Box plots of M-MBO for all instances 

 

 

Figure 10  Box plots of M-MBO for all instances 
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